
The debate begins…finally.  Alcubierre Space Warp vs Traversable Wormhole 
 
Professor Dave Pares asked me, a mental health professional, consciousness researcher 
and lay UFOlogist to comment on his and another competing theory to explain the 
unusual events of pilot Bruce Gernon over the Bermuda triangle in 1970.  Keep in mind I 
am not in any way a trained physical scientist.  In fact, although I got As in college in 
calculus for social scientists (kiddie calc), physics and astronomy, I got a B in biology 
and withdrew failing the one course I took in Chemistry.  In all courses in psychology 
and philosophy, however, I had a very strong GPA which, I guess, makes my career and 
hobby choices good ones.  So, Professor Pares’ request for my two cents, I presume, is 
for me to give fresh eyes and a fresh look to this debate, knowing full well I may have 
little to offer. 
 
What’s the debate?  Well, to vastly oversimplify extremely critical aspects of the story, 
Bruce Gernon in 1970 is piloting an A-36 Beechcraft Bonanza prop plane from Andros 
Island in the Bahamas to Miami, some 210 miles away.  At some point in the journey 
from Andros Island to near Bimini Island which is 57 miles from Miami, Gernon 
encounters a massive thunderstorm, enters a vortex of clouds within it, encounters what 
he describes as “electronic fog” attaching itself to his aircraft.  For some 20 seconds he 
and his passengers experience a sense of weightlessness and hydroplaning acceleration.  
There are apparently some radio transmissions during this astonishing part of the flight, 
but upon exiting this vortex of swirling circular clouds and electronic fog, Gernon radios 
in to a control tower he assumes must be Bimini, but turns it out to be Miami.  The point 
to the story is whatever Gernon encountered apparently transported him some 80 miles in 
a matter of less than 20 seconds, and the proof, among other things, is that he had extra 
gallons of unspent fuel in his tank (copies of fuel logs) to back up his story.  Assuming it 
happened, how might it have happened?  That’s the debate.  Time to open your mind 
again. 
 
The only recent experience I’ve had with such things is to repeat what law enforcement 
told me when I was ticketed for doing 50 in a 25 on my way to my 4 year old daughter’s 
preschool “dads and donuts” event.  The officer said to me, I quote, “you were booking.”  
Although I do remember a sense of time distortion in my excessive speeding, and perhaps 
a sense of weightlessness and mental hydroplaning, I came nowhere near approaching 
Mach 1.  “Booking” as Gernon experienced in his flight is being investigated under the 
term “linear displacement.” 
 
The competing arguments so far at this point for Gernon’s linear displacement (booking), 
which remain almost completely unknown save for a couple websites, are (1) Alcubierre 
space warp? Or, (2) traversable wormhole via some Einstein-Rosen bridge. It’s 
unfortunate that not enough physicists are onto this case to really heat up the debate, but 
it only takes two to tango and this is the story of the debate in its infancy. 
 
SIDEBAR:  I have no physicist friends, save Professor Pares, with whom to talk to about 
this.  However, I’m not sure how I managed to do it, but in passing conversation I did 
speak about it to a friend of mine who is a US Air Force pilot of a Command Post 



aircraft, and a civil engineer guy I meet at a fireworks stand last week who seemed to 
know a lot about physics.  The pilot shrugged his shoulders, disinterested.  The engineer 
said there just wasn’t enough power for space warp.  I also spoke about it to a guy at the 
Jaipur Indian restaurant in Omaha who took my takeout order (Chicken Tikka Masala) 
who thought the idea was really cool, but he had no other input.  Research concluded. 
 
Professor Pares has put out some articles (unpublished as far as I know) on how Gernon’s 
unusual flight experience can be explained by a theoretical Alcubierre “space warp” 
based on the theory of Mexican physicist Miguel Alcubierre.  The competing theory uses 
the concept of a traversable wormhole or Ellis wormhole. 
 
WHAT IS SPACE WARP? 
Again, to vastly oversimplify for the layperson like me, an Albcubierre space warp is a 
theoretical drive that would stretch space in a wave such that the area in front of a 
spacecraft would contract or compresses space in front of it, while the space behind it 
would expand.  The ship would not actually move, but would ride the space in the region 
inside the wave known as a warp bubble.  In other words, the region of space around the 
ship moves, the ship does not. It is carried along in such a way that it does not travel 
faster than light, but one would arrive at their destination faster than a beam of light that 
is not in the bubble.  Yes, this is the theoretical physics behind the warp drive engines of 
Star Trek.  The problem with space warp, as any Star Trek fan knows, is that it requires a 
whole lot of energy.  Initial calculations put the amount of energy required to navigate 
across the Milky Way galaxy using an Alcubierre drive as greater than the mass of the 
entire universe.  Later researchers put the amount of energy needed to transport a few 
atoms as equivalent to the mass of only three of our suns.  Progress!  The latest from 
wikipedia that I can see is that someone has figured out you only need a few milligrams 
of negative energy (antimatter) for it to work. 
 
WHAT IS A TRAVERSABLE WORMHOLE? 
On the other side of the debate is a wormhole, which is a shortcut through spacetime as 
explained by Carl Sagan when he draws two dots on a piece of paper and then folds the 
paper over so they meet.  The shortest distance between two points is a straight line and a 
wormhole can be envisioned as a tunnel connected to both of these dots, each in different 
spacetimes. Steven Hawking has suggested it’s possible to travel through one, but it 
would require exotic matter such as hypothetical particles with negative energy density in 
order to stabilize the effects of the wormhole.  Hawking suggests that the Casimir effect 
is an example in nature where particles with negative energy density exists.  I think this is 
what antimatter is.   
 
So no matter which is your preferred explanation (space warp or traversable wormhole) 
both remain stymied by the amount of energy needed, but both need the same thing to 
exist in order to prove their theory: particles with negative energy density.  The success 
of either of these theories seems to hinge on whether these exotic particles not only exist, 
but whether they can be found in nature.  There are Planck lengths and a bunch of other 
stuff that remain problematic in this research, but no matter, these are the two competing 
theories as best I can understand and relate them.  Both of them involve getting inside 



something (a bubble or a tunnel) and both need these particles.  An Alcubierre drive 
needs them for the energy to make the drive go and the other needs them to stabilize a 
wormhole.   
 
There is, by the way, some new research that was discussed on Professor Pares’ “The 
Quantum State” radio show (Mondays, 3-5pm on mavradio.com or free archive of 
broadcasts at www.omahaufostudygroup.com.  The research comes from NASA 
scientists who discovered that huge thunderstorms emit positrons, which let us say, 
amount to huge amounts of energy.   
 
Of all the similarities and differences, one thing seems certain.  In an Alcubierre drive, 
there is not any time dilation associated with it.  In a wormhole there is and must be time 
dilation, presumably because of the huge amounts of gravitation forces.  So in many ways 
this debate, along with a host of other inventions that have been inspired by Star Trek 
(communicators -> cell phones, touch pad interfaces and LCD screens for example) this 
debate could be resolved using science fiction again.  This time it involves Steven 
Spielberg’s “Back to the Future” where the character Doc observes the LED clock around 
the neck of his dog Einstein as he emerges from the Delorean.  How many gigawatts of 
power were needed to fuel the flux capacitor?  Was Einstein’s clock one minute behind 
or ahead of Doc’s synchronous clock? 
 
I suggest there’s only one way to find out.  That is funding for Professor Pares’ 
experiment to take an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) through one of these megastorms 
in the Bermuda triangle.  But be sure to equip it with the best most accurate atomic clock 
synchronized to the one around the neck of Professor Pares’ dog, cat, rabbit, parakeet or 
whatever animal he keeps.  If linear displacement (booking) occurs, then check the 
clocks.  If they are off, then the Ellis traversable wormhole wins.  If they are not off, then 
the Alcubierre drive and space warp wins. 
 
In the meantime, I was interested to note how the arguments in physics go.  How do 
physicists really argue?  Does it get personal?  Is it like any other disagreement you have 
on a daily basis or in politics?  In this debate over what happened to Bruce Gernon, the 
first shots across the bow of an Alcubierre drive theory are as follows, (which are 
followed by my parenthetical remarks.)  These are some of the main arguments against 
space warp as being the culprit.  I think you can see that I’m pretty much pro-space-warp 
in this debate. 
 
ARGUMENTS AGAINST SPACE WARP 
First, given the number of these megastorms, space warps should happen all the time, 
which does not agree with observation. (Steve says:  Isn’t evidence of missing planes and 
ships and boats in the Bermunda triangle suggestive of evidence that this phenomenon 
exists?  Whether you’re thinking of space warp or wormholes, doesn’t this phenomenon 
indeed happen all the time.  I know of no direct observations of wormholes either.  Black 
holes, sure, but those are supremely dense stars.) 
 
Second, Gernon's description of the clouds (lentricular in shape) usually only happen in 



rough mountainous regions, not in the GMAT area of Andros Island.  (Steve says: So are 
we presuming everything Gernon said is true except for his description of the cloud he 
flew into?) 
 
Third, linear displacement by space warp is possible but not likely.  A simpler 
explanation than space warp is needed because it would have to be so precise an 
operation of variables that it might as well be impossible.  Or, it would require the earth 
to be destroyed in the process somehow with the amount of energy needed.  A mass 
cancellation hypothesis [aircraft traveling along an electric potential like a lightning 
strike requires just too much energy.]  (Steve already said:  The wormhole theory needs 
exotic matter particles [for stabilization] just as much as the space warp drive [for power 
to create the warp field], so there is a flip side to this argument that hurts both theories.  
They both need the Casimir effect, naturally occurring negative energy particles, for their 
theory to be proven possible.) 
 
Fourth, radio transmissions occurred uninterrupted throughout the flight whereas they 
should have ceased as a result of interference from any space warp involvement.  (Steve 
says:  Gernon said his radios were shielded.  Is that not enough?  I don’t understand how 
passage through a wormhole couldn’t just as likely render radio equipment inoperative.  
So what’s the wormhole advantage here?) 
 
Fifth, we should rule out Alcubierre because it requires enormous amounts of exotic 
matter and it's better suited as a teaching tool than as a means of practical transportation. 
(Steve says:  This is not only polemic, but again the “enormous amounts of exotic matter” 
are just as crucial to the wormhole theory to avoid ripping the occupants and the craft to 
shreds.  Remember, are we not supposedly coming up to a black hole here?  And aren’t 
black holes just super dense stars?  I’d rather take a warp drive than go through a 
wormhole…sounds much more pleasant.  So the fact that Gernon came out of whatever it 
was suggests to me it wasn’t him heading near a black hole.) 
 
Sixth, the wormhole idea has the same mathematical ratio (mass energy) problems as 
space warp.  (Steve says:  Good, glad that’s acknowledged somewhere in the opposing 
argument.) 
 
ARGUMENTS FOR ELLIS TRAVERSABLE WORMHOLE 
First, microlensing or the "wobbling effect" physicists use to gauge stellar and planetary 
presence, supports the wormhole theory based on Gernon’s description of odd visual 
effects he encountered during this part of the flight.  (Steve says:  Assuming this means 
because of the massive gravitational effects involved in a wormhole, this is a good 
argument.  But Gernon’s description of weightlessness and hydroplaning is the more 
specific description of his experience, which seems more consistent with the theoretical 
concept behind space warp.) 
 
Second, an Ellis nontrivial wormhole with two apertures of different size causing a "drain 
hole" effect from the larger to the smaller is a good representation of the “sucker hole” 
cloud formation Gernon described.  (Steve says:  Fair enough.  I think this argument boils 



down to “if it looks like a wormhole [quacks like a duck] then it probably was a 
wormhole [an actual duck.]  I suppose if it the vortex looked more like an Alcubierre 
warp bubble next time around then that would lend support to space warp.) 
 
Third, deceleration before and after entering/exiting the cloud formation, one of Gernon’s 
descriptions, is consistent with wormhole hypothesis. (Steve says:  Fair enough, good for 
the wormhole theory!) 
 
Fourth, a six dimensional hologram fueled by the storm's electromagnetic field such that 
it's effects dribbled into our classical world is a good explanation of the phenomenon. 
(Steve says:  In other words we need string theory and some extra dimensions to account 
for the mass problem.  Ok, again, fair enough.  I guess Professor Pares needs to 
incorporate string theory somehow into his equations in order to bring it up to par with 
the wormhole theory.  I’m sure that will be no problem.) 
 
Fifth, wormhole theory can account for radio transmissions occurring during the 
displacement with "invisibility cloaks". Warp drive cannot.  (Steve says:  We would need 
to hear from Professor Pares to come up with a plausible explanation for how radio 
transmissions remained uninterrupted.  However, how reliable are Gernon’s descriptions 
of these radio transmissions whilst in the midst of this terrifying ordeal might shed some 
light.  He is apparently a strong witness, but what does it mean that at one point he was 
on his radio talking to one station (Bimini), and then he was all of a sudden talking to 
Miami.  At some point his radio communications were interrupted, right?) 
 
Fifth, electronic fog was not attached as Gernon suggests, but was rather a byproduct of 
the storm and is nonetheless a potential aviation hazard. (Steve says:  We must leave 
open the possibility that Gernon and his witnesses may have been mistaken when they 
believed the phenomenon involved an “attaching” of the electronic fog to his Beechcraft 
Bonanza.  So we would not only need some kind of exotic matter to prove it, but we 
would need some other example of an exotic ENCOUNTER with a craft that has 
mastered this phenomenon - a UFO that involved electronic fog - in order to better 
understand this means of propulsion.) 
 
CONCLUSION 
I told my daughter and her eight year old sleepover friend three things are crucial for 
them to become a good doctor or a good scientist:  patience, listening and imagination.  I 
see no reason not to say the same thing about this debate.  As with anything look at the 
arguments presented clearly (listening), painstakingly figure out what are the things 
needed to rule out other explanations one by one (patience), and all the while think 
outside the box and the constraints of language, culture and conditioning in order to make 
discoveries (imagination.) 
 
Having said those last two paragraphs, I’m reminded of a series of “encounters” I’ve had 
with a UFO contactee, John Foster, who might help shed some light on this debate.  I 
already suggested that one form of proof might come from whether there was time 
dilation from Pares’ experiment, or not.  No time dilation would suggest his theory of 



Alcubierre space warp is on the right track.  The presence of time dilation would support 
a traversable wormhole.  Unless and until we can obtain more subjective reports from 
pilots like Burce Gernon, or others who have experienced such linear displacement 
(booking) we may be left to our imagination to drive the debate.  Here I am suggesting 
good reason to use our imagination to its fullest (and lift any veil of ridicule in doing so) 
by listening to UFO contactees like John Foster who describe in great detail experiences 
of time loss/time travel during a close encounter as well as electronic fog surrounding 
UFO craft as they emerge into view.  Foster describes both of these phenomena in his 
experiences.  Perhaps we should ask him, and others like him if they aren’t too ashamed 
to talk about it, what they saw and treat them like witnesses instead of jokers to be 
sneered at. 
 
Somehow I suspect both space warp and traversable wormholes will each end up being 
true, but partial.  Until then, I’m going to ask my friend John Foster what he has to say 
and post it to the website www.omahaufostudygroup.com 
 
 
Steve Snodgrass 
July, 2011 


